
I’m so excited the twins are coming to visit.
I knew they’d have to come back to me when they ran out of food 
and money. Typical.

Guardians, apparently there is a Galaxy wide fuel shortage and the 
twins only have 1 Fuel Unit in that archaic Alien spaceship to begin 
their journey. Firstly can you help them get to SLORE.

I’ve been mapping out the galaxy in my SOS Guide to Intergalactic 
Travelling.
I don’t quite know what all the planets are, who lives there or what 
they all look like yet but I think I can help the twins get to SLORE 
using my FUEL MAP.  

The map shows the maximum amount of fuel you can buy in one 
go on each planet.

HOW   TO   USE

Dear S129
Great news!  We are coming to visit you on EARTH!

The only problem is we only have 1 unit of fuel.  When we arrived 
in ELFLAND to refuel the whole planet only had 1 
unit of fuel left!

Plus we only have 12 Slorian Pounds.  If we can get 
back to SLORE then we can get some more money, 
grab some brunch and then head on to visit you in 
Greenwich in time for dinner at the Castle?

Can you help us work out how to get to SLORE without 
running out of fuel or money?

Oh BTW our steering wheel is broken on this ancient Alien spaceship – its SO annoying but means we 
can only travel in a straight line between planets.

We want to set off soon so will await your advice on a route.
C36 & L55



1. FIND YOUR WAY FROM ELFLAND (YOUR STARTING POINT) TO SLORE BUT REMEMBER:

•  START:  you only have 1 FUEL UNIT (1FU) so you can only travel 1 space to start.
•  You can refuel to the max at all of the planets BUT you have to use all of your fuel and no less on each trip.  If 
you refuel 3FU you have to use 3FU before you can land.

CAUTION
The spaceship steering wheel is broken! You can 
only travel in one direction per turn – UP DOWN 
LEFT or RIGHT. You cannot travel diagonally and 
can’t change direction mid-flight.

CAUTION
You only have enough SLORIAN POUNDS (SP), 
which all the planets will take as payment, to 
purchase 12 FU.  1FU = 1SP

What route will you take to reach SLORE?

Did you make it to SLORE?

NEXT can you help the Twins travel from SLORE to 
EARTH using the same map?

Remember they need to arrive on EARTH for dinner 
which is served at 6pm here at Severndroog Castle, 
no earlier no later. 

Also remember from Episode 2 that all planets have their own MEANTIME.  
Earth has Greenwich Meantime (GMT) and SLORE has SLORE Meantime 
(SMT). Use the table to help you.

  Earth time

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

SLORE time -3GMT 

9

10

11

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8



2. THE TWINS ARE IN SLORE, THEY HAVE 2FU IN THEIR TANK
Additional Information: With 1FU one vessel can travel 1000 light years in 1 hour. Using the same map

a) What is the journey route from SLORE TO EARTH?

REMEMBER:
• A each space, you have to take all the FU at that planet, BUT you have to 
use all of your fuel and no less on each trip and 
• Your steering wheel is still broken

HINT: Once you have worked out the route you will know how many Fuel 
Units you need to get to EARTH.  Once you know this you can work out how 
long it will take you (in hours) to get there.

b) If the twins have to arrive on EARTH in time for dinner with 
the Count at 6pm……

What time do they need to leave SLORE (in SMT) to make it in time for dinner 
on EARTH?

HINT: Use the table above to convert GMT time into SMT time 
        (SMT = -3GMT)

3. NEW PLANET DESIGN TEMPLATE
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NOTE FROM THE GAMESMASTER:
A Grid is a great place to start when designing a game or puzzle.  Usually if we 
am writing a new code we do the answer first and then fill in the gaps around 
it to challenge the player. 

Then we have to work out what the rules are. Hers is a sneak preview of my 
working notes for the Fuel Map. It has been a pleasure designing the Guardians 
of SLORE for you. We hope you enjoyed it. Remember to send us some of your 
work.

NEXT:  Count Silverster of Severndroog Castle invites you to assist him with 
launching his Tardis in our Outdoor Escape Trail at the real Severndroog Castle 
In Oxleas Woods, Greenwich, South London, EARTH.  Available very soon to 
purchase at the Castle Café or online at 
www.tdlp.co.uk

As you can see many planets on this map are safe to refuel and 
land on but as yet I have not discovered what they are called, 
what specimen lives there or what they look like.  

Can you help by designing 3 new planets with names and 
marking where they are on the map?

REMEMBER YOUR SCRAMBLE-UNSCRAMBLE 
SCRAMBLING DEVICE! 

You could give your new planets a code name. 

The Gamesmasters would love to see 
your inventions and code cracking. 

Feel free to send pictures of your work 
to @ModernFablesUK or @TD4LP or 
direct to jay@modern-fables.com 
in exchange for discount vouchers for 
our escape rooms which have now 
REOPENED. 
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